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Abstract—In collaborative learning contexts, it is necessary to recommend educational resources to groups of students instead of individuals. However, this task is not trivial, because students in a group may not be fulfilled by the same items, yet wish to meet their own expectations. Existing approaches either merge individual profiles and recommend items accordingly, or fuse the lists of individual recommendations. Both perspectives achieve low quality performance and goodness of recommendation for majority of students in heterogeneous groups. This paper follows a game-theoretic approach for solving conflict of interest among students and recommending resources to both homogeneous and heterogeneous groups in collaborative learning contexts. The group members are the players, the resources comprise the set of possible actions, and selecting those items that will maximize all students’ satisfaction – both individually and as a whole – is a problem of finding the Nash Equilibrium. During the empirical evaluation of the suggested approach compared to other state-of-the-art methods in a real dataset, the relevance of each item to its corresponding student was explored from two perspectives: the group’s (as a whole) and the individual student’s (within the group). Results indicate a statistically significant improvement in accuracy of predicted group and individual satisfaction, as well as in the goodness of the ranked list of recommendations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In collaborative learning contexts, it is common practice to recommend resources to groups of students instead of recommending to individuals. However, recommending those educational resources to groups of learners that will optimally satisfy all group members, both as individuals and as a group, is a non-trivial task [1], [2]. The reason behind this claim is that learners in a group may not be fulfilled by the same items, yet wish to meet their own learning goals, making it difficult for them to achieve a consensus. When students participate in groups, each student is influenced by the perceptions, decisions and choices of the other students, and they all together try to reach an agreement of what is considered as useful, helpful, and satisfactory. The concept of “social influence” [3] explains how group members influence each other in behavioral, cognitive, and affective ways, focusing on two key processes: the emotional contagion and the conformity. Emotional contagion synthesizes how the others’ emotional responses affect the individual [4], whereas conformity is the adjustment of one’s opinion towards the majority [5].

The researchers in the educational group recommender systems domain, adopted the semantics originating from Social Choice Theory [6], [7], targeting mostly to model the conformity process. Although still rather sparse, the prevalent approaches include: (a) constructing groups with high member similarity and recommending resources to these groups, selecting them from a merged list of recommendations, generated for each group member separately (e.g., [8], [9]) (b) recruiting an aggregation technique for merging individual preferences in a pseudo group profile prior to generating the recommendation (e.g., [10], [11]), or (c) evaluating aggregation methods and applying classification on meta-data, including the prior evaluation results and some of the learners’ characteristics [12]. In these approaches, reaching to a consensus between group members is achieved by aggregating their personalities, interests, and learning styles.

However, these methods share four types of drawbacks: (a) related to the group formation, (b) related to the aggregation strategies, (c) related to the number of recommended resources, and (d) related to the individual members’ conformity degree. Regarding the first type, homogeneous groups is an unwanted restriction, since homogeneity in group formation is not always possible to be achieved. Moreover, heterogeneity in groups is considered as more beneficial for learners in collaborative learning contexts [13], [14]. Furthermore, the existing methods fail to achieve high quality performance and goodness of recommendation for majority of students in heterogeneous groups. Regarding the second type, not all aggregation strategies work efficiently in all cases, whereas evaluating the aggregation strategies prior to applying one of them is time consuming (if not raising a fairness issue in recommendation). Regarding the third type, existing methods recommend only one item per time, though it is very likely that students would possibly like to access multiple learning resources. In this case, they would be more pleased with a sequence of suggested items. Finally, regarding the fourth type, the focus of recommendation is on the overall group satisfaction, bypassing the relevance of the recommended items to the individual corresponding students, and how beneficial these items finally are to the learning subjects themselves.

Thus, the emerging research question is:

RQ: Can we accurately and efficiently recommend educational resources to homogeneous and heterogeneous groups of students, with respect to both the individuals’ and the group’s satisfaction?
Towards addressing the abovementioned issues and answering the research question, we are inspired from [15] and argue that Game Theory could efficiently solve conflicts of interest between group members [16] and guide the recommendation of a sequence of educational resources. Game theory is “a study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between intelligent rational decision-makers (players)” [17]. The present work demonstrates a method for recommending educational resources to groups of students based on non-cooperative games. Non-cooperative is a technical term and not an assessment of the degree of cooperation among players in the game, i.e., a non-cooperative game can model cooperation, focusing on predicting individual players’ choices (actions) and payoffs, but the players make self-enforced decisions independently [16].

The problem we address is how to optimally recommend educational resources to homogeneous and heterogeneous groups of students with respect to each individual member’s satisfaction from the recommendation. More precisely, in our approach, the group members (students) are the players, the educational resources (items) comprise the set of possible actions, and performing a rational, self-enforced selection of items, i.e., that will maximize each group member’s satisfaction (payoff), is a problem of finding the Nash Equilibrium (NE). In this state, if the other students will not modify their own actions, the student who has the option of moving away should have no incentive to unilaterally do so (the payoff doesn’t improve). In case in this state the difference between the most satisfied and the least satisfied student is minimum, the solution is optimal for the group as a whole.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II formalizes the problem of recommendation of educational resources to groups of students as a non-cooperative game. Section III presents the experimental methodology for the evaluation of our approach, and Section IV demonstrates the empirical results. Section V elaborates on our findings and contributions, and it concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AS A NON-COOPERATIVE GAME

A. Problem definition

Consider a set of learners $L$ and a set of educational resources $R$ (items). We examine the case of having learners who collaboratively solve problems in groups (at least two members). Let $G$ be a set of all groups that may be formed by $L$. If $g \in G$, then $|g|=k$, the number $k$ of group members in group $g$, with $k \geq 2$. The group members are learners with potentially conflicting needs and expectations. The goal is to recommend to each group those items that will be beneficial to the group as a whole and that are expected to maximize each individual member’s perceived satisfaction of the items as well.

For each learner $i$ and each item $j$, the learner’s perceived satisfaction $s_{ij}$ can be estimated from the learner’s self-enforced evaluation of how much the particular item corresponds to the learner’s expectations. Learners’ perceived satisfaction from each item is measured via questionnaire in a 5-point Likert-like scale (adopted from [18], [19] – see section III); if a learner has not yet evaluated an item, then $s_{ij}=0$. In addition, $s_{ij}$ is the learner’s predicted perceived satisfaction of item $j$; $s_{ij}$ is a decision criterion for selecting an item $j$ given the predicted satisfaction a learner $i$ will perceive from it, and is calculated with Matrix Factorization [20] (briefly explained in next subsection). The items to be recommended to each group should not have been previously seen or evaluated by any of the group members. We model the group recommendation problem as a non-cooperative game, i.e., a triad $(k, Q, f)$ where:

- The $k$ (group members) are the players.
- The set of unrated items $Q = \{q_j\} = \bigcup_j \{s_j = 0\}, Q \subseteq R$, are the available actions; $x = (q_1, q_2, ..., q_r) \in Q$ is a strategy profile.
- The payoff function for a learner $i$ and a strategy profile $x$, $f_i(x) = \frac{\sum_{j} s_{ij}}{|q_i|}$, where $|q_i|$ is the total number of items in the strategy, calculates the predicted satisfaction for learner $i$ in the group, resulting from the actions by all group members – including himself – as the average individual predicted satisfaction from all items in the strategy.

The items that will be recommended to the group of learners are those in the Nash Equilibrium (NE) (single item or sequence of items). A strategy profile $x^* \in Q$ is a NE if: $\forall i, x_i \in Q : f_i(x_i^*, x_{-i}^*) \geq f_i(x_i, x_{-i}^*)$, where $x_i$ is a strategy profile for learner $i$ and $x_i^*$ is a strategy profile of all learners except for learner $i$. In other words, considering that the other learners will not modify their own strategy, the learner who has the option of deviating should have no benefit by unilaterally changing his own strategy. In the group recommendation problem, in the NE, no student can further increase their satisfaction from the recommendation by altering their strategy to $x_i \neq x_i^*$, provided that all other students stay with their selected strategies. The students’ strategies converge to the NE after an iterative best-response strategy update. In case there are more than one strategies that are NE, we calculate the distance between the highest and lowest payoffs in the strategies that are NE, and select the strategy that minimizes this distance, indicating an optimum solution for the group.

Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm for finding the NE and selecting the best-response strategy.

Algorithm 1: Finding the Nash Equilibrium and selecting the best-response strategy

| Input: $k$, $Q$, $f$ (The non-cooperative game) |
| Output: $x^* \in Q$ (The Nash Equilibrium profile strategy) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>for $i=1$; $i \leq k$; $i++$ do //for all students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>assign $x_i \in Q$, $x_i \in Q$ //initialize strategy profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>for $i=1$; $i \leq k$; $i++$ do //for all students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>assign $x_i \in Q$, $x_i \in Q$ //assign another strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>compute $f_i(x_i^<em>, x_{-i}^</em>)$ //compute the payoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>until $f_i(x_i^<em>, x_{-i}^</em>) \geq f_i(x_i, x_{-i}^*)$ //no student has incentive to change the strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>compute $d_i$ //difference max-min in NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>until min $d_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>return $x^* \in Q$ //the NE with minimum $d_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, a group consensus function $S(g, Q)$ computes the average satisfaction from each item in the recommended
strategy $Q$ (i.e., NE) for the group $g$: $S(g, Q) = \sum_{i \in g} f_i(x)$, where $f_i(x)$ is the payoff for each member $i$, and $x$ are the items in $Q$.

The overall architecture of the suggested approach for educational group recommendations is illustrated in Fig. 1.

**Fig. 1. Architecture of non-cooperative game-theoretic group recommender system for educational resources.**

**B. Matrix Factorization for satisfaction approximation**

By definition, in non-cooperative games, the students act rationally (i.e., they would select those items that would increase their own satisfaction), and know that the other students actrationally as well. Moreover, in games, it is assumed that the students are aware of their predicted satisfaction from each available strategy, and of the predicted satisfaction of the other group members from their choices. In order to suggest items to the group members, this information should be available to the game-theoretic group recommender, to guide decision support.

As stated in the previous sub-section, the predicted satisfaction $\hat{s}_{ij}$ for student $i$ from item $j$ is computed with the Matrix Factorization technique [20]. The basic idea is to view the student-item satisfaction as a sparse matrix, for which we wish to predict the values of its empty cells, such that the values would be consistent with the existing satisfactions in the matrix. This is achieved by computing a low-rank approximation of the satisfaction matrix. As notational convention, bold small letters denote vectors, and bold capital letters denote matrices.

Let $S$ be the matrix of size $|L| \times |R|$ that contains the satisfaction that the students get from the items. Each student $l_i$ is associated with an $f$-dimensional factor vector $l_i$, and similarly each item $r_j$ with an $f$-dimensional factor vector $r_j$. To get the predicted (approximated) satisfaction from an item $r_j$ for student $l_i$, the inner product of the corresponding factor vectors is computed: $\hat{s}_{ij} = l_i^T r_j$. The resulting dot product captures the student’s $l_i$ overall satisfaction from the item $r_j$, and models this interaction. The major challenge is then to compute the mapping of each item and each student to the factor vectors, $r_j, l_i$, so that they accurately estimate the known satisfactions without over-fitting. The simplest approach to learn the factor vectors is to minimize the regularized squared error on the set of known satisfactions:

$$\min \sum_{(l_i, r_j) \in K} (s_{ij} - \hat{s}_{ij})^2 + \lambda \|l_i\| + \|r_j\|$$

where $K$ is the set of $(l_i, r_j)$ pairs for which $s_{ij}$ is known. The constant $\lambda$ controls the extent of regularization and is usually determined by cross-validation. To minimize this function and determine the factor vectors, Stochastic Gradient Descent [21] can be applied.

**C. $k$-Means clustering for group formation**

A central topic in group recommender systems is the partition of the users into a number of groups, i.e., the group formation problem. The existing methods in educational group recommender systems promote shaping homogeneous groups of students (e.g., [8], [9]). However, having heterogeneous groups of students is considered as more beneficial in collaborative learning contexts, with respect to students’ overall learning gain [13], [14]. Thus, both homogeneous as well as heterogeneous groups should be considered. Furthermore, since the groups of students are not already known, supervised classification (e.g., clustering) techniques are appropriate for solving the problem.

The most popular clustering algorithm used in recommender systems is the $k$-means, mostly due to the simplicity and the efficiency that the algorithm can offer [22]. The basic idea is to group the students based on the individual ratings available (the matrix containing the students’ satisfaction from the items they have already seen and rated), in such a way that students with similar ratings for the same items are in the same group. In this way, it is quite simple to end-up with homogeneous groups.

In addition, for the formation of heterogeneous groups, it is important that students have different values of the attributes considered (i.e., the ratings on the same items). A simple way to achieve this is the following: after classifying students in homogeneous groups in the previous step, students can be randomly selected from different clusters, and re-grouped in dyads and (or) triads.

**III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

**A. Participants and experimental setup**

The game-theoretic group-recommendation method was evaluated on a realistic setting with data from a collaborative activity with 105 students (59 girls [56.2%] and 46 boys [43.8%], aged 16 years old) from a European High School, in September 2017. The activity was about collaboratively writing simple functions in the Python programming language, using the knowledge gained during the process (as well as the lectures during the course in the classroom), and it was conducted in three phases.

During the first phase, one hundred fifty five (155) educational resources (e.g., solved exercises and worked examples), designed to motivate students and increase their interest in Python, were randomly assigned to the individuals. All students had to rate at least 3, but not more than 5 items, according to their own perceived satisfaction of each item, within 2 days. For the rating of the items, the students had to assess their own perceived usefulness of each item (adopted from [18]) and their own perceived clarity of each item (adopted from [19]), in a 5-point Likert-like scale. The average
score per student was considered as the student’s perceived satisfaction from the corresponding item. The resulting dataset consisted of |S|=605 student-item ratings.

Before the initiation of the second phase, the students were arranged into four general, equivalent groups: one treatment (E – 27 students) and three control groups (C1, C2, C3 – 26, 25, 27 students respectively). Each of these general groups was further partitioned in homogeneous and heterogeneous subgroups. For the sub-group formation, k-means clustering was applied (described in section II.C); initially, students with similar ratings on the same items were selected to be in the same groups, and then for the formation of the heterogeneous groups, students from the different clusters were organized together. |G|=9 sub-groups, including 4 or 5 homogeneous and 4 or 5 heterogeneous (i.e., 36 sub-groups in total), with |g| varying from 2 to 3 students per sub-group, were finally formed for each one of the general groups.

Next, one (or more) item(s) were delivered to each sub-group regularly (every two days) for two weeks, according to a recommendation strategy: the suggested game-theoretic group regularly (every two days) for two weeks, according to a formed for each one of the general groups.

As stated in the previous sub-section, for each one of the control groups (i.e., C1, C2, C3), the expected group satisfaction from an item was provided by a different group decision (aggregation) method, formulating how the corresponding sub-groups of students reach to a consensus and come up with a decision about that particular item. More precisely, the group satisfaction ratings were assigned according to the following strategies:

1) Group decision strategies. As stated in the previous subsection, for each one of the control groups (i.e., C1, C2, C3), the expected group satisfaction from an item was provided by a different group decision (aggregation) method, formulating how the corresponding sub-groups of students reach to a consensus and come up with a decision about that particular item. More precisely, the group satisfaction ratings were assigned according to the following strategies:

   C1 – Average (AVG): A consensus-based approach, where all group members jointly and equally make a decision. Let k be the number of students in a group, sj the satisfaction of student i from item j, then the group satisfaction equals the average satisfaction ratings across the group members:

   \[ S(k, j) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} s_{ij} \]

   In simple terms, AVG sets the average rating given by the group members to each item as the predicted rating of target group, and selects as recommendations those items that achieved the highest predicted ratings.

   C2 – Least-Misery (LM): A borderline approach that targets to please the least happy member of the group, resulting the group to behave under a least-misery principle. In this case, the group satisfaction equals the minimum satisfaction among all group members: \( S(k, j) = \min_{i \in g} s_{ij} \). In other words, LM considers the rating of each item, and then assumes that the group’s predicted rating on each item is the lowest value from the ratings given by all group members, and recommends these items. Thus, a group is as satisfied as its least satisfied member.

   C3 – Most-Pleasure (MP): Another borderline group decision strategy satisfying the highest rating within the group. The satisfaction a group of k students gets from an item j equals the maximum satisfaction within the group: \( S(k, j) = \max_{i \in g} s_{ij} \). Similarly to LM, MP takes under consideration the ratings of each item and next recommends the item with the maximum satisfaction between all group members. Thus, a group is as satisfied as its most satisfied member.

All solutions were implemented in MATLAB. Furthermore, the Gambit tool [24] was used to verify the correct identification of Nash Equilibria.

2) Evaluation measures. Our proposed method targets at solving conflicts of interest by minimizing the prediction error of group satisfaction from the recommended educational resources (items). In the context of prediction accuracy
estimation, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is generally accepted as a good measure of precision, commonly used as an evaluation metric to compare prediction errors of different models for the same data. It measures the sample standard deviation of the difference between values approximated by an estimator and the values actually observed [12]. In our study, we explore the precision of our prediction with respect to satisfaction from the recommended items, as it is actually rated by each student, and by a given group of students.

RMSE is computed as: 
\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (s_{i} - \hat{s}_{i})^2}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of items rated. Lower values indicate better predictions, and consequently, better decision strategy.

Furthermore, to measure the quality of the ranked list of recommended items delivered to groups of students, i.e., to evaluate its goodness, we used a measures from Information Retrieval, specifically crafted for ranking: the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [14]. The main distinction of DCG from other measures is the ability to address non-normal rank levels of relevance [14]. The main distinction of DCG from which assumes multiple Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) values are computed by arranging all items in an aggregation method and the group size (equal to 2 and 3). DCG for a group of \( k \) students at position \( N \) (length of recommendation list), is computed as:

\[
DCG_k @ N = s_k + \sum_{j=2}^{N} \frac{s_j}{\log(1+j)}
\]

However, comparing DCGs between groups of students is not valid. As such, normalized DCG (nDCG) values are computed by arranging all items in an ideal order, and next dividing DCG by the ideal one (IDCG).

Accordingly, nDCG is defined as:
\[
nDCG_k @ N = \frac{DCG_k @ N}{IDCG_k @ N}
\]

where IDCG is the maximum possible DCG, and nDCG@N getting values between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the worst ranking and 1 representing the ideal ranking of items. In our study, due to limitations in available educational resources to be used as the recommendation items set, we only used short lists of up-to five items per group. Thus, we calculated nDCG with \( N = 3 \) and \( N = 5 \). We compared the effectiveness of both the group and individual recommendations when varying the aggregation method and the group size (equal to 2 and 3).

Finally, we measure the diversity of recommendation lists between different groups, by employing the Hamming Distance (HD) [23] metric. HD estimates if the recommendations to all groups make full use of all items, leaving only a few items without being recommended. If \( Q_{g,g^*} \) is the “overlapped” number of items recommended to both groups \( g \) and \( g^* \) respectively, then the HD between group \( g \) and group \( g^* \), is defined as
\[
HD(g,g^*) = 1 - \frac{Q_{g,g^*}}{|z|}
\]

where and \( z \) is the length of the recommendation list. High HD means high diversity, making full use of all items and leaving out of recommendation only a few items. Generally speaking, a highly personalized recommendation list should have higher HD to other lists.

IV. RESULTS

Tables II and III demonstrate the results for the evaluation measures (average values) for all decision support strategies compared in this study, i.e., the currently proposed game-theoretic method (GT) applied on the treatment group, and the Average (AVG), Least-Misery (LM), and Most-Pleasure (MP) methods applied on each one of the control groups, for homogeneous (high inner sub-group similarity), as well as heterogeneous (low inner sub-group similarity) synthesis of the sub-groups respectively. The sub-groups sizes was firm, varying from two to three students, as explained in section III.A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. PREDICTION ACCURACY AND GOODNESS OF RANKED LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOMOGENEOUS GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. PREDICTION ACCURACY AND GOODNESS OF RANKED LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HETEROGENEOUS GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, tables IV and V synopsize the results for the evaluation metrics (average values) for the individual students in each of the sub-group categories, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. PREDICTION ACCURACY AND GOODNESS OF RANKED LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN HOMOGENEOUS GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V. PREDICTION ACCURACY AND GOODNESS OF RANKED LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN HETEROGENEOUS GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to these results, all decision support methods achieve low approximation error in prediction of satisfaction ratings for the homogeneous students’ sub-groups. On the contrary, for heterogeneous sub-groups, accuracy is high for
the GT and AVG methods, but the prediction error significantly increases when the aggregation strategy is LM or MP. Furthermore, the group recommendations effectiveness tends to decrease only for the heterogeneous sub-groups. Figure 3 illustrates the goodness of the ranked list of recommended items delivered to the sub-groups of students (a) when the top ranked items are 5 (nDCG@5) and (b) when the top ranked items are 3 (nDCG@3), according to the inner similarity of the sub-groups, and by considering the decision support strategy.

In addition, the diversity in recommendations, as reflected in the HD values, indicates that the recommendations to all groups (both the homogeneous and the heterogeneous) make full use of all items and few items will be left without being recommended, when the recommendation method is the proposed GT method. Fig. 4 illustrates the diversity in recommendation according to the different decision support strategy for either the homogeneous or the heterogeneous groups.

Furthermore, in order to understand when the group recommendations are better or worse (ranked) for each individual within the sub-groups, we measured the difference between the effectiveness of the individual and the group recommendations’ lists. This difference is indicative of the individuals’ degree of conformity, regarding the adjustment of their satisfaction from the recommendation with respect to the satisfaction of the group they are members of. A positive difference means that the group recommendations are better ranked than the individual recommendations. Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot where each student, in a group, is represented by a point, for the two better performing methods, i.e., the GT and the AVG method. Here, the x axis measures nDCG@3 for the individual recommendation list, while the y axis shows the distance of the individual’s from the respective group’s nDCG of this group recommendation list for the same student. Please, note that during the two weeks of experimentation, each student and each group received recommendations every second day, resulting to a total of more than one recommendations, and hence a student may be represented by several points. In this figure, the green trendline corresponds to the GT method, whereas the red trendline corresponds to the AVG method, respectively.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Recommending educational resources (items) to groups of students, targeting at optimizing all students’ satisfaction, both individually and as a group, is a complicated task. The core issue is to determine how a group of students reaches a consensus about the rating for each item in a way that reflects the interests and satisfaction of each group member. This study focuses on solving conflict of interest among students and recommending educational resources to groups in online collaborative learning contexts, and follows a non-cooperative game-theoretic perspective.

Game theory is about social situations, providing solid recommendations to the players regarding their own optimal strategy, as well as administering an external observer that predicts the outcome of interactions (i.e., in our approach, the decision support system). However, the best collective result does not always come from each individuals following their own interest, but rather from reaching the group’s consensus.

In this paper, we developed a mathematical formulation (i.e., algorithm1) for group-recommendation of educational resources as a non-cooperative game, as well as an architecture for building such group recommender systems (i.e., Fig. 1). The proposed solution models the recommendation strategy as a problem of finding the Nash Equilibrium, i.e., a state in which no student can be benefited more in terms of further improving their own satisfaction by unilaterally deviating from the N.E. We also introduced the influence of the conflict among students during collaboratively making decisions, as a factor of students’ degree of conformity; we explicitly compared the difference in individual evaluation of satisfaction from the recommendation, from the group’s perception.

An empirical study with a realistic dataset was conducted for the evaluation of the suggested approach. The goal was to compare the performance accuracy and the effectiveness of ranked lists of recommended items delivered to groups of students by the suggested method to other state-of-the-art decision support methods, with respect to the individual satisfaction from the recommendation. The following novel facts and important observations have risen.

Firstly, all decision support methods achieve low approximation error in prediction of satisfaction ratings for the homogeneous students’ sub-groups. On the contrary, for heterogeneous sub-groups, accuracy is high for the GT method, but the prediction error significantly increases when the aggregation strategy is AVG, LM or MP. More precisely, from tables II and III, it becomes apparent that the proposed game-theoretic strategy minimizes the prediction error of the sub-group satisfaction ratings, as, by far, it scores the lowest RMSE values for all categories of inner sub-group similarity. Especially for the highly heterogeneous sub-groups, the other aggregation methods combine potentially conflicting rankings that could create a group recommendation which might not be satisfactory for the group members. In this case, the GT decision strategy resolves sufficiently the conflict of interest and delivers the most appropriate items to the students.

Similar are the findings from the individual level of analysis: as seen from tables IV and V, the predicted individual satisfaction from the recommended items is accurate for all methods when the learner is a member of a homogeneous group, but is more accurate with the GT method, when the student participates in heterogeneous groups.

Secondly, we also observe that our method has a good overall performance (i.e., the nDCG values reflecting the effectiveness of ranked list or recommendations), although not always the best (in one case of homogeneous groups, the AVG method provided more effective recommendations). However, it is important to notice that, compared to the other methods, the performance of the proposed GT seems to be stable and robust, regardless of the inner sub-group similarity, targeting ranking quality and demonstrating only small variations. From the evaluation results it was found that nDCG for the GT method is close to 1.0 (higher than 0.9) in all cases of sub-group homogeneity, whereas the respective values for the other methods decrease as the inner group similarity decreases.

Thirdly, another finding concerns the diversity of the recommended lists of items. The values of the Hamming Distance (HD) metric reflect that the personalization of recommendation is better for homogeneous groups, regardless of the method employed, whereas, the GT method provides satisfactory personalization even for heterogeneous groups.

Fourthly, in order to understand how much the individuals adjusted their personal evaluation of satisfaction from the recommended items compared to the group’s they belong to, one can observe that when the employed method is the GT, the individual recommendations are better ranked than the group recommendations. In other words, the individuals within the groups don’t have to highly adjust their personal consideration about their satisfaction from the recommended items. The measure employed, i.e., the distance between the individual nDCG and the respective group’s nDCG, could be further explored as a measure of the individual’s degree of conformity.

However, there are some limitations. Firstly, the samples of the 155 educational resources and 105 students considered in the evaluation process are small; bigger datasets should be analyzed. Secondly, we investigated only groups of two to three students; the behavior of GT with larger groups of students (e.g., 4 to 5 members) should be explored as well. Lastly, we assumed that the group formation method used in this study would not raise issues of uncertainty; other methods for group formation should be explored as well.

Furthermore, a number of challenges for future work has emerged. For example, more sophisticated measures of satisfaction could be applied (e.g., incorporating the students’ affective states, perceived enjoyment, challenge). The learning analytics research could contribute towards this direction. Yet, another challenging issue is focusing on the transparency of the group recommendation: showing each individual’s payoff and eventually, how satisfied the other group members are, could improve the particular student’s understanding of the recommendation process, and perhaps make it easier to accept the educational resources that initially he/she did not like.

To conclude, the contribution of this study is that the proposed solution demonstrates a socially and individually optimum group recommendation method, beyond aggregation
of individual profiles or merging of individual recommendation approaches, and yields statistically significant results even for highly heterogeneous groups of students.
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